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Abstract 
To investigate music frequency manipulation to invoke an emotional reaction in a user, this 
paper aims to study a few sources which would cover the key aspects of a possible solution using 
EEG emotion recognition.  It will cover the investigations and experiments in order to inform an 
opinion and argument as to plausibility of such a system.  We look at scientific journals that 
cover topics such as interactions between the amygdala and hippocampus during episodic 
memory encoding, as well as the study of electrophysical processing of pleasant versus 
unpleasant music.  Concluding the possibility of sound frequency manipulation and testing after 
developing a set of weights for a deep neural network to be able to accurately analyse. 
 
Introduction 
 

Music within video games and films is often an integral component of the art form, which 
offers a continuous and dynamic flow of auditory events for the user to perceive and react to, as 
defined in Banerjee’s (et al.)  journal article (2015).  We aim to investigate whether frequency of 
music can be altered to stimulate a physiological effect on the user, due to the oscillations within 
the inner ear that send signals to the brain, and if this can be used within a game environment. 

 
The use of electroencephalography (EEG) allowed for the authors to analyse brain 

activity, residual stimulation (feedback loops) and the effects of contrasting emotions in terms of 
the different frequency bands.  According to the journal, EEG rhythms can be classified into five 
types: Delta (0.5-4 Hz), Theta (4-8 Hz), Alpha (8-13 Hz), Beta (13-30 Hz) and Gamma (30-50 
Hz).  These bandings can relate to specific functions of the brain when observed during music 
stimulation.  Though speculatory as to the examinees opinion on the music, the emotional 
influence of the music indicated a decrease in power in the left or right frontal lobes - music 
emotion dependant.  The paper further investigates that there were differences in Gamma band 
synchrony between musicians and non-musicians.  This paper, and a few others, may help to 
support our theory that you can alter the frequency of the music being received in order to 
stimulate specific areas of the brain, and, potentially, the area that handles the higher level of 
cognitive processes of an emotional response to the presented stimuli.  The interest of our paper 



 

is the purposeful manipulation to offer a better experience to the player, subconsciously, utilising 
specific frequencies when designing game sound.  We have found from enjoying computer 
games that the music plays a big role in the overall gaming experience when trying to convey 
emotion or information about a character or scene, helping to transport a player into the world 
created, or into their own imagination; thus invoking an emotional connection to games or 
creating feelings of enjoyment, tension, fear or happiness. 

 

 
Auditory Processing, Brain Activity and Waves 

 
Mechanical and longitudinal sound waves, created by vibrations that propagate through a 

medium, are measured by frequency and wavelength.  Amongst other different purpose 
structures, the cochlea is the main system responsible for converting sounds from mechanical 
vibrations into electrical signals, as waves on the basilar membrane. This sends electrical signals 
via the auditory nerves which have various frequencies and wavelengths.  Subcortical auditory 
pathways lead to the key processing areas in the auditory system, made up from two type of 
change sensitivity and predictive modelling. 

 
The EEG frequency bands - as shown in Figure 1 - indicate that during different mental states the 
brain wave frequency can be split and often clearly identified; particularly, Alpha waves whilst 
relaxed or not thinking, Theta for mental imagery, and Beta during normal awake consciousness. 
Furthermore, depending on the style of game and emotional attachment, such as tension, 
calmness or creativity, the brain waves, whilst playing a game, could vary.  A paper, suggested 
by Bakaoukas (2015), examined brain activity of test subjects  playing computer games, gaining 



 

raw data from an EEG and then suggesting a correlation between the game and the activity in the 
brain.  For games that involved successfully avoiding ‘death’ (“Quake3”), the Beta waves were 
shown to have the highest magnitude compared to playing a more relaxing game 
(“Minesweeper”).  This may indicate that the emotional link between trying to survive in a game 
caused a specific frequency to be elevated higher than that of a more relaxing style of game. 
Though not specifically triggered by frequency of sound that is then processed, and thus 
dominating brain waves, it could support our theory that there is a link between brain waves and 
emotion within the higher levels of cognition. 
 
The paper also suggested that, although the data was noisy, there was some correlation between 
activity and the frequency of brain waves recorded.  For instance, “Quake3” required more 
concentration than the other games, with the higher Beta activity showing this.  Comparatively, 
the Alpha frequency values were higher in the more intensive games and lower when compared 
to “Minesweeper”, possibly indicating that they were more relaxed when playing it, which was 
shown in their brain activity.  It is our belief that this could indicate, through manipulation of 
brain wave activity, and,later, via sound frequency, that it could be ultimately possible to have 
the power to alter the user’s mental state and, potentially, perception during a game. 
Theoretically, we may be able to create a tense feeling in a calm environment and situation, or, 
conversely, a calm feeling in a tense environment.  The revelation of this phenomenon  may lead 
to the development of an interesting new tool in game design whereby opposing emotions could 
be crafted in a situation where they would otherwise not be expected.  For example, looking at 
the “Minesweeper” test, if the user was exposed to music with a frequency that stimulates a 
frantic or scared response, would the Alpha frequency values be higher than playing the game 
without music?  Would we be able to artificially stimulate a panicked, emotional response to a 
previously unemotional and relaxed scenario?  

 



 

Emotion Through Frequency 
A study presented by Sammler (2007) aimed to induce either pleasant or unpleasant 

emotions through constant and dissonant music by examining the EEGs power spectra and heart 
rate of the participants.  The aim of the study was to show that it was the change in frequency, or 
pitch, of the music used for each emotion, not the difference in tempi, that would be recorded in 
the EEG, thus indicating a reliable correlation to the stimuli.  Different sides of the frontal lobes 
in the human brain are affected by ‘happy’ and ‘sad’ music, changing the Alpha activity, thus 
potentially proving that differing frequencies in music affect the user’s perception of emotion. 
Specifically, the paper states that, whilst listening to ‘happy’ music, a decreased Alpha power in 
the left frontal electrodes was observed, further suggesting that the decrease in Alpha power is an 
indication of the subject becoming more relaxed, which these results indeed corroborate. 

 
Moreover, two recent EEG studies on musically induced emotions may provide evidence 

in favour of frontal Alpha asymmetry in relation to processing and perception.  Sammler 
generally perceived that ‘Alpha power and brain activity are inversely related’ where a decrease 
of Alpha power (relaxed) indicates an increase in general brain activity.  However, it is 
suggested that the Alpha waves are ordinarily linked with perceptual processing and memory, as 
well as implicated within the eventual processing of emotion.  In addition, it was also proposed 
that a decrease in Alpha power had different effects depending on which side of the brain it was 
observed on.  Does this suggest that different sides of the brain control different emotions? 
Furthermore, Sammler (et al.) suspected that Theta power may hold a more important role within 
emotional processing than previously believed within the scientific community. 

 
The study also appeared to show that, once a specific threshold of power was reached, the 

emotion was amplified, similar to an activation function, in the activity of the brain.  As such, 
Theta waves may also be related to the attention processes of the brain, potentially substantiating 
claims to the theory that effective learning and retention can be assisted through an emotional 
connection to the content.  According to Phelps (2004), the brain experiences  subtle but 
important interactions when presented with emotional situations.  For instance, amygdala and 
hippocampal complexes, found within temporal lobe structures that are linked to memory 
systems, may form ‘episodic representations of the emotional significance and interpretation of 
events’.  This suggests that, through independent memory systems, they work together when 
‘emotion meets memory’.  As such, there may be a function whereby the emotion, triggered by 
specific frequencies, could be used in the overarching sound design of a game.  For example, 
with the utilisation of a musical motif that adheres to a specific frequency, the emotional 
significance could be used to help the user remember, or even trigger, a memory that the 
designer has intended, as well as the alteration of perception.  Of course, we would have to 
consider the ethics of purposefully altering the user’s perception as intentionally distressing a 
user whilst in an apparently calm situation might not be an appropriate path to the end goal of 



 

interesting and engaging game/sound design.  Regardless, Phelps’ research in examining the 
amygdala-hippocampal interactions was significant in our understanding of how we are able to 
focus on the way each system can ‘influence episodic memory through emotional stimuli’.  This 
may also indicate a possible use for the ability to intentionally stimulate these processes; memory 
creation through emotional influencing. 
 

Banerjee’s (et al.) study into musically induced EEG signals may provide the majority of 
our evidence to support our proposed theory.  In the experiment, while listening to music with 
contrasting emotions (romantic/sorrow), the ‘findings displayed arousal based activities were 
enhanced’.  Though using Hindustani music types of which we are not familiar (Chayanat raga 
and Darbari raga), gathering that each had an emotional type, romantic/joy or pathos/sorrow 
respectively.  They also had their intensity and volume of dynamics normalised to avoid the 
strength of the sound being an intervening factor.  The purpose of this experiment was to observe 
and analyse effects of music on brain activity, within a relaxing environment; though it does not 
directly offer evidence to our theory about frequency manipulation. However, it does give insight 
to the effects of music on the various EEG frequencies, including Alpha and Beta, with 
insignificant changes for Gamma and Theta frequencies noted.  

 
 From this experiment we could possibly suggest that the frequency of the music, 

disregarding the style of music, did evoke the expected response from the brain which may 
indicate that even changing frequency in the same piece of music could change the emotional 
reaction.  
 
Frequency Bands in Emotion Recognition 

Attempting to find further evidence to support the ability to somewhat accurately 
recognise emotions within the EEG data, to help us identify if frequency of sounds affects 
cognition, we wanted to look at a paper by Zheng (2015).  The paper investigates whether or not 
EEG-Based emotion recognition is possible through  frequency bands, in order to apply it to 
deep neural networks for a variety of research areas, including computer science, psychology, 
neuroscience, and cognitive science. 
 

Though their stimulus for invoking emotive responses and activity in the brain is slightly 
different, our interest is in the analysis and classification, as well as their materials for the 
experiments.  They further compare varying parameters for classification as well as the 
performance of other models.  From the experiments they were able to conclude that ‘neural 
signatures associated with positive, neutral and negative emotions in channels and frequency 
bands do exist’.  In the paper they describe the use of three categories of emotions (positive, 
neutral and negative) to encompass a more general expression.  They admit that emotion 



 

recognition is still difficult, due to the interlinking nature and boundaries of emotion, with 
similarities presenting a challenge to specifically identify.  They wanted to use the data gathered 
to train a deep belief network (DBN) which, as we understand, is a relatively new branch of 
machine learning, similar to a deep neural network, greatly outlined by Movahedi et al. (2018). 
The paper acknowledges that ‘being able to measure (emotion) or quantify such high-level brain 
activity is an incredibly complex task that has yet to be solved in a meaningful fashion’.  Due to 
the much more recent nature of the publication, we might be able to assume that recent 
developments in technology and the specific field, though improving, still present complex 
challenges.  However, smaller scientific advances have been possible, including commercial 
application proposals to improve functionality of devices.  Furthermore, the benefit of emotional 
monitoring within the medical field would be significant when diagnosing and treating diseases, 
pushing development of techniques onwards. 
 

This evidence might suggest that newer technologies and advances might make emotion 
recognition, through EEG, quickly become medically available.  If further understood, it may 
also become possible to use the technology for a commercial product or purpose, like the effect 
of game sounds on a participant. 

 
Returning to Zheng et al., their issues with EEG signals was the challenge of data noise 

which makes analysis difficult.  The paper used still images as stimuli and also selected Gamma 
waves as an optimal frequency band to be able to recognise emotion as consistently as possible, 
given the stimuli.  As mentioned above, development of deep learning techniques (that 
apparently emerged in 2006) would allow for automatic recognition through training to bypass 
the computational cost during the analysis period.  The emergence of the technology had a ‘great 
impact in signal and information processing’.  Improvements, to an extent, where the application 
of the EEG processing is comparable in its results with other conventional methods.  Through the 
course of the experiment, Zheng concludes to say that the DBN (deep belief network - neural 
network) ‘obtained higher accuracy and lower standard deviation’ when compared to the shallow 
approaches.  Thus, stating that specific emotional states can be identified with brain activities, 
with the weights learned suggested that brain activity measurements associated with emotions do 
exist and are shared across individuals. 

 
From this conclusion, we might be able to prove, to some extent, that by being able to 

read emotions accurately through the neural signatures is possible.  Therefore, we would expect 
that by providing different stimuli, we could invoke the desired reaction and analyse it accurately 
enough to refine. 

 
 

 



 

Deep Learning and Classification 
 

Zheng (2015), et al, introduced deep learning methods to the field of computational 
neurobiology through the investigation of ‘critical frequency bands and critical channels for 
efficient EEG-based emotion recognition’.  By having their subjects watch three types of 
‘emotional movies’, they could explore the apparent connection between the change in EEG 
signals and the emotional state.  Through thorough analysis of the subsequent results, the weight 
distributions, from the deep neural network that it learned through training ‘with differential 
entropy features as inputs’, can be applied.  The deep learning results were also compared with 
shallow models like logistic regression (predictive analysis), kNN (pattern recognition) and SVM 
(supervised training) to explore advantages and feasibility of the unsupervised learning.  The 
paper, at its core, investigates the deep learning methodologies behind ‘emotion recognition 
based on multichannel EEG data’.  It supported electrode set reductions, outperforming original 
full channels, with less computational cost and at a higher feasible use in real world applications.  
 

As the investigation used wearable devices, it was feasible to record and analyse the 
activity in the brain during comfortable and natural circumstances.  The paper offers related 
work, where they create an ‘emotional brain-computer interface’ that is composed of six stages: 
stimuli, simultaneous EEG recording, raw data preprocessing, feature extraction, classification 
based on extracted features then identification of emotional states.  This feedback will then be 
implemented to respond to the user.  The paper also aimed to determine whether patterns are 
common across different individuals, to some degree.  Zheng et al. also referenced Sammler et 
al. and their investigation of EEG correlation of pleasant and unpleasant music processing. 
Finding that pleasant music is ‘associated with an increase of frontal midline Theta power’. 
 

Therefore, we could make the assumption that in order to be able to process the brain 
activity of emotions, instigated by stimuli like pleasant music (Sammler et al., 2007), we would 
require a deep learning neural network.  One that can be trained with EEG raw data to accurately 
recognise patterns associated with an emotional reaction in the brains frequency waves.  We 
would have to consider outside influences, including environment and employ an unsupervised 
learning algorithm to develop the weights required to accurately recognise patterns. 
 
 
Outstanding Issues 

As with any experiment, certain protocols and rules should be laid out in order to keep 
the results fair and repeatable.  As such it might be difficult to create an experiment that follows 
a set of rules that we might determine; for example, right handed subjects and external 
distractions from purely the music.  We should consider, however, that influences on the brain 



 

from the visual cortex processing information, and creating patterns, may have an effect on the 
data if an experiment were to be carried out.  As such, it would be rather complex to design a 
larger scale experiment, using visual and audible stimuli and be able to accurately determine 
specific results based upon one change.  Computer games, by virtue of their nature, are often 
visually dominant, with the audio component largely complementary; though still important.  We 
might be able create a scene where the visual information is looped, of a neutral emotion, then 
add in music of specific emotions and use EEG data to analyse changes in brain activity. 
However, the repetition of the visual element as well as the emotive reaction may cause different 
reactions, and data when other elements of the brain, such as episodic memory creation.  The 
activity may be an interaction of the amygdala and hippocampus which could alter data and skew 
the accuracy. 

 
Further to this, the non-linear complexity of the human brain means the EEG interactions 

are nonlinear and so generate fluctuations that are not well classified by a linear method. 
Banerjee et al. were able to utilise the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) technique to help 
discuss the scaling behaviour and nonlinearity of the data of the Alpha, Theta and Gamma 
frequencies, while listening to emotional music. (Banerjee, A,. et al. 2015) 
 

Therefore, an issue that still needs to be understood would be the influence of the visual 
cortex on brain activity, as well as which system has a greater influence over the brain and brain 
activity.  This may stem to an evolutionary trait of survival based upon the dominance of sight or 
hearing which could also be nullified if the right stimulus was created.  Due to the broadly 
dominant visual nature of computer games, it may be difficult to directly correlate the results of 
visual data compared to the brain activity changes from frequency manipulation of the game 
audio. 
 
Conclusion 

From our investigation, we believe that we would able to induce a specific emotion, 
through careful and ethical experimentation, in a way that compliments the visual elements 
through auditory frequency manipulation.  However, at current levels of technology - taking into 
consideration about advances in deep learning - the noise of data and complexity of a fair and 
measurable experiment may not be conclusive as to the desired outcome from the offered tests.  
The active and purposeful manipulations of brain waves for emotional stimulation seems to be 
possible, just requiring plenty of testing and development of deep learning networks that can 
detect patterns more accurately.  Therefore, in order to accurately utilise frequency alterations, 
we would need to create our own emotion-based experiments to create a set of weights after 
training a deep neural network for efficient and effective pattern recognition for testing and 
developing sound. 
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